The Space Winter Kiss
WATCH HISTORY HAPPEN ON DECEMBER 21ST 2020
ON THE WINTER SOLSTICE FOR THE FIRST TIME IN
800 YEARS JUPITER AND SATURN WILL BE ALIGNING.

why not pop to
one of your
many local
parks such as
Firth Park or
Wincobank Hill
to see this once
in a life time
event?

the planets
should align
around
18.15pm

what to look
out for?
It will be visible within 1
hour after the sun has set.
You can see the planets
now as they get ever
closer together in the
night's sky, before "nearly
touching" on December 21st.
Look out for the thin
cresent moon and two
bright objects next to it.

why not share any pictures
you take on our Facebook
page @turningthepage2020
or to our email
turningthepage@scidteam.net

For more information and activities go to
www.turning-the-page.co.uk

Leo the Lion

Legends in the Sky

According to Greek mythology, Leo was a ferocious lion who

People everywhere have looked up and seen patterns

fell to the earth in the forests of Nemaea. He feasted on the

among the stars. These constellations often honour

things important to their culture

or animals

—

—

animals of the forest and also caught and ate many human

values, people,
beings. Hercules fought and killed the lion and saved the

or indicate a time of year, such as a
people of Nemaea.

time for migration or planting. These legends are

passed down through generations and share what

This great act of heroism was commemorated by Zeus, when

he placed the picture of the defeated lion (Leo) in the night

each culture values.

sky.

Let's take a look at a few.

Dubhe star

This star is seen all year round and is important to almost all cultures north
of the equator.

Ancient Greco-Roman myths and
While many use the same stars to make the constellation, what they represent

constellations

varies tremendously. Greeks saw Ursa Major, a great bear, and we often refer
to the stars near it as the “big dipper.”

The ancient Greeks and Romans found patterns
Dubhe
in the stars and created stories to explain
The Sami people, indigenous to northern
them.
Norway, see the bow and arrow of a great
hunter.
For example Pegasus the flying horse.
In mythology, Pegasus sprang from the spilled
In Hawaiian starlines, the star is a
blood of the Medusa, which dripped into the
vertebrae in a backbone and this line is
ocean after she was slain by Perseus. Pegasus
used extensively in navigation.
then flew off into the sky.

Some Mongolian stargazers see seven
Buddah.

In honour of his great service, Zeus placed his constellation among the stars.

Orion

aCRUX

With his great skill as a hunter, Orion
In the southern hemisphere, Acrux is seen all
provided meat each day for the gods’ meals
year long and is the bright blue star in the
and in honour of his great service to the
smallest of the Greek constellations - the
gods, Zeus placed his constellation in the
Southern Cross.
sky.

The Maori people see an anchor.
These stars are important markers for
cultures around the world, for example:
In southern Africa, the Sotho and others use
these stars, the 4 giraffes, to help signal the
The Boorong (Aboriginal tribe) in Australia
growing season for crops.
see a foot of a dancing man.

Incan civilization records a stairway that
held deep significance to the culture.

Some Australian Aborigines see the eye of an

Ancient Egyptians saw the father of the gods, “Sah.“

emu, with its body along the Milky Way.
Ancient Macedonians were a farming culture and saw a plough.

Pleiades Stars

located near to orion these

What do you see when you look up?

stars can be seen From
November through April, the
open cluster of young stars,

You can create a pattern, too! Celebrate what you and your
family treasure and respect.

known to the Greeks as the
Pleiades (plee-uh-dees) or
seven sisters are easy to
recognize.

What values are important to you? What stories do you like to
The Mapuche people of southern

share?

Chile see freshly dug potatoes.
They use this set of stars to
help predict the weather.

Siberians see a duck’s nest of eggs.

Do you have a hero, an animal, or object you would
Native people of Greenland see a pack
of dogs surrounding a polar bear

like to commemorate?

For more information and activities go to www.turning-the-page.co.uk

WORLD TALES OF THE MOON
There are hundreds of stories about the Moon and its appearance; some are sacred
myths, and others are folktales old and new shared for the simple joy of the tale.
Scan the QR codes below to listen to a few of these tales, or read them in the booklet.
Rabbit on the Moon.
From Mexico.

Drummer on the Moon.
From the Ivory Coast

Rabbit and Frog on
the moon.
From China.

Boy on the Moon.
From North America.

Tears on the Moon.
From Algeria.

Do you and your family have
any traditional tales about
the moon? If so we would
love to hear them, so why
not send them in to
turningthepage@scidteam.net

World Tales of the Moon

There are hundreds of stories about the Moon and its appearance;
some are sacred myths, and others are folktales old and new shared
for the simple joy of the tale.
Either read the stories here or listen to the audio version by scanning
the QR codes provided.

Rabbit on the Moon: A Tale From Mexico

Long ago, the gods tried four times to get the Sun in the sky but each
time the Sun disappeared. All the world was cold and in darkness. The
Aztec gods came together and tried to think of a way to get the Sun
to stay in the sky.
One of the gods said, "We must build a big fire and one of us must
throw ourselves into the fire. Well, they all thought it was good idea - for someone else.
Finally a god named Tecuiziztecatl said, "Yo lo hare, I will do it, yo so
poderoso, I am powerful.

Then Nanahautzin was chosen. He said, "Yo no soy poderosa. I am not
powerful. It is true that I have been sick and my body is covered with
sores but I am a good man."
So the gods built a huge fire and danced and drummed around the fire
for four days and nights. On the fourth night, all the gods arranged
themselves into two lines. Tecuiziztecatl was chosen first. He ran
toward the fire but when he got to it, he stopped. Then he looked
around and said, "Tengo miedo. I am afraid." This happened three
more times.
Then it was Nanahuatzin's turn. He stood at the beginning of the
lines, determined. He ran down between the gods and when he got to
the edge, he jumped into the fire with a shout of joy. He went into
the sky and became the Sun. Tecuiziztecatl was so ashamed that he
too leaped into the fire and another huge flaming Sun was in the sky.
The gods looked up and said, "Ah, this is good. Now we have two Suns."
One of the gods said, "Wait, Tecuitziztecatl has no right to shine as
bright as brave Nanahautizin!"
The god picked up a round-eared rabbit and threw it at
Tecuitziztecatl. It went flying, spinning across the sky and landed
hard against him and knocked some of the light from him.
Tecuiziztecatl became the Moon, la luna. Nanahautzin became the
Sun, la sol.
When there is a full Moon, an outline of the rabbit the god threw that
night can still be seen.

Drummer on the Moon: A Tale From the Ivory Coast

Tears on the Moon: A Tale From Algeria

Children.....Look.....Look up at the Moon. See the Man sitting there on
the moon? He is the Drummer Man. Listen Children, I will tell you
about The Drummer Man on the Moon.

Long, long ago ,there lived a boy who was sad all the time. He lived
alone with no family or friends.

He got there before your father's father, and your mother's mother,
before their fathers and mothers.
The Drummer Man sits there on the Moon and plays his Drum. His
drum is a Talking Drum.
He plays his Talking Drum for the spirits of our ancestors. Our
ancestors are there on the moon. They are waiting for us. We cannot
see our ancestors. We see only the Drummer Man. All night he plays
and sings and chants and tells stories to our ancestors.
Oh Children, when the Moon is full, remember to look for the
Drummer Man. You will see him, sitting there playing his drum.
And if you listen, maybe you will hear him as you fall asleep.
Shhhhhh... Tonight when you fall asleep, you can dream of the
Drummer Man.
Shhhhh...now you can dream the story.
Shhhhh...See the Drummer Man.
Can you hear the Drummer Man?
The story is ended.

Now, though he was unhappy, the boy did not cry tears, for in those
days, there were no tears on the Earth. And even when people were
sad, they did not shed tears.
One night Moon saw how sad the boy was, and he took pity on him.
Moon floated, down, down, down to the Earth and came to rest beside
the boy.
"Oh Child, you do not have tears to show your sadness. But I have
come to help you. With me by your side, when you cry, tears will come
to your eyes. Do not let your tears fall to the earth. Let your tears
fall on me and I'll take them with me when I return to the sky."
And with that, the boy began to weep; he sobbed great salty tears.
The boy's tears were the very first tears on the Earth.
He did not let the tears fall on the ground, rather his tears fell upon
Moon.
Moon then blessed the boy and said, "From this time on, people will
love you. You will no longer be alone and sad. And when you do shed
tears, in time, the sadness will go away."

After that the boy was loved by everyone. He grew into a man and he
had many sons and daughters who filled his life with love and joy. And
ever since that night, Moon has carried the boy's tears with him as he
travels across the sky. On full Moon nights, you can see two of the
tears...there they are...spilling out of Moon's left eye.
And that's the end of the story.
And next time you see the tears on Moon's face, remember to tell
this story to someone.

Rabbit & Frog on the Moon: A Tale From China

You've probably heard of the Man in the Moon. But have you heard of
the Rabbit in the Moon? This rabbit has a very special friend with him
on the Moon. Who? It is a Chinese queen from long ago. Her name is
Ch'ang-O. And this is her story.
Once upon a time, there was a cruel emperor who wanted to live
forever. "Conquer all lands, seize all potions, find the herbs that will
give me life eternal." But his compassionate queen, Ch'ang-O, warned,
"Be wise. No man was meant to live forever." "Wise? Where is my
wisdom when I'm dead?"

And so the emperor's army searched the land with military force.
Countless lives were lost. "Husband, what does your heart say? When
will this murdering stop?" "But I must have immortality!"
One night, the goddess, Quan Yin, visited the weeping Ch'ang-O.
"Perhaps I can help stop the killing with this." And she handed a small
bottle to the queen. "This is the elixir of immortality. The magic
potion the emperor is seeking." Ch'ang-O returned to show the
emperor, but instead of thanking her, he shouted, "Give it to me now!"
Upon hearing his heartless command, Ch'ang-O replied, "No! No tyrant
like you must ever live forever." She quickly swallowed the elixir and
leapt to her death out the window.
But instead of falling, her body rose up into the sky. Instead of dying,
she was given life immortal. But as she rose up, she changed into a
three-legged frog. This was meant for the emperor, but Ch'ang-O
could not have known. Ch'ang-O sailed into the heavens landing safely
on the Moon, where she was welcomed by her new friend, the rabbit
on the moon.
She sits by his side as a three-legged frog on a silvery, bright and
shining log. But on Earth each night of his very mortal days, the
emperor cursed that queen on the Moon.
For Ch'ang-O, though a frog with legs of three, kept safe that secret
of immortality.

Boy on the Moon: A Tale From North America

that high in the smoke hole, hanging from the lodge pole, was one of
the boy's pant legs. It was then the father remembered what the boy
had said about wanting to go to the Moon.
That night when the full Moon rose, the father looked up and there
was his son, standing on the Moon, looking down at the Earth.

Once upon a time, in a land far, far in the North, where the winter
nights are long and cold, there lived a little boy who had special
powers. The boy wanted to use his special powers to hunt deer. But
because the boy was so young, his father refused to give him
permission to use his magic. The father said, "Your powers must not
be taken lightly. You must wait until you are old enough to use your
powers wisely. The boy begged and begged, but his father still
refused.
The boy cried and cried, and in time the people in the village
persuaded the father to give the boy permission to use his magic
powers. Oh, the boy was pleased, and for a time, he used his magic
well and helped the hunters return with deer meat.

He is still on the Moon. Look. His right leg is bare. When the boy
wished himself to the Moon, he shot up through the smoke hole so
fast that he tore his pant leg off.
And so far, his powers have not been great enough to return him to
Earth.
And that is the end of the story of the How the Boy Got to be on the
Moon.

Fox in the Moon: A Tale From Peru

Then it happened that one day, the boy said to his father, "I want to
go to the Moon. I might want to live there."
And the father replied, "Well my son, you may want to go to the Moon,
but it is of no matter, since no one can travel to the Moon."
The boy then said, "I shall find a way. I'll use my magic powers, and if
one day I disappear, you will know where I have gone. "
Well, time passed and one morning the father woke up and called to
his son, but there was no answer. The father looked for his son, but
the boy was nowhere to be found. Later in the morning the father saw

All that Fox could think about was getting to Moon. After braiding a
grass rope long enough to reach Moon, he got help from the birds to
fly it up to Moon for him. Once that was done, Fox climbed up the
rope. Now the birds say they can see Fox in the Full Moon. Can you?

Jack and Jill: A Tale From Scandinavia

Hyuki (Jack) and Bil (Jill) were sent up the hill to fetch a pail of
water from a magical well. Water from this well inspired poetry and
prophecy. The children were spotted by the man who carries the
Moon across the sky each night in his chariot. He scooped them up
into his chariot and carried them away. The two children can still be
seen there today, along with their bucket and pole. Can you find the
splash from the spilled bucket?

Moon Woman: A Tale from New Zealand

The Maori call the woman in the Moon Rona. On a moonlit night she
was returning from a stream with a calabash full of water. Moon
slipped behind a cloud for a moment, and in the darkness Rona
stumbled on the root of a tree. Angry, she cursed Moon. Moon, who
would not stand for this abuse, swooped down on her and carried her
off along with her water gourd and the tree that had tripped her. The
Maori still see all three there today. Can you?

Moon Woman: A Tale from Polynesia

Bahloo the Moon: A Tale From Australia

Back in the Dreamtime, Bahloo (Moon) visited the Earth and saw two
young women who invited him to ride in their canoe. He was unsteady
in the little craft and fell into the water. Embarrassed by his
clumsiness, he hid. Although he now shines brightly every month, he
remembers this little accident and shrinks away to gather his courage.
Can you find the embarrassed Bahloo in the Full Moon?

Have you ever seen a rainbow at night formed by moonlight instead of
sunlight? Legend has it that Hina, a Polynesian woman who was on her
way to get some fresh water, did. She had always wanted to live in the
heavens, so she walked along the rainbow and didn’t stop until she
reached Moon. She lives there now and can be seen beating her
tapa board to make cloth. Can you find her?
We hope you have enjoyed these stories, why not share some of
your own tales of the moon to turningthepage@scidteam.net
The information and recordings have been provided by the US
Space and Rocket Centre.

Sunspot Cookies Recipe

Even when the sun appears to be shining as brightly as ever to us, it sometimes has some dark spots.
They’re called sunspots. They can happen when the magnetic field of the sun changes slightly in some
places. These spots are a little colder and darker than the surrounding area.
The sunspots can last for a few days or even a few months. During that time, they move across the
surface of the sun and change in size, growing and shrinking as they go. But the sunspots eventually go
away.
Now you can make sun cookies with little sunspots on them. Real sunspots aren’t made of
chocolate, but on these sunspot cookies they are. And they're delicious.
What you need:
• Circular cookie cutter: any size will do; we used one about 2" in diameter
• Rolling pin
For the cookies:
96 g flour

For the icing:

1/2 teaspoon baking powder

180g of icing sugar

1/4 teaspoon salt

3-5 teaspoons milk

50 g cup unsalted butter, softened

Mini chocolate chips, chocolate

50g of sugar

Sprinkles, or finely chopped chocolate pieces

1 egg yolk

for the sunspots

1/2 teaspoon vanilla

Yellow and red food colouring
Toothpicks

What to do:
1. In a small bowl, mix the flour, baking soda, and salt together.
2. In a big bowl, beat the egg and sugar together with a whisk or mixer.
3. Beat until the mixture is light and fluffy.
4. Add the egg yolk and vanilla extract. To get just the yolk of the egg, crack the egg in half and let
the egg white fall off into a bowl you aren't using. Pass the yolk back and forth between the eggshell
halves until all the clear egg whites have fallen away.
5. Beat until everything is mixed together nicely.

6. Sprinkle half the flour mixture over the top, and beat it until combined. Then add the other half of
the flour and beat it again.
7. Once everything is mixed together, stop beating.
8. Sprinkle some flour over the counter or a cutting board. Move your dough onto it and form it into a
mound. Don't worry if it feels crumbly. It will come together.
9. Smash down your mound down with your hand to flatten it.
10. Roll the dough out with a rolling pin until it's about 1/4" thick.
11. With your cookie cutter, or the rim of a glass, cut out your sun shapes
12. Cut out as many as you can, then gather the dough and roll it out again. Cut out as many cookies as
you can until you've run out of dough.
13. Place your cookies on parchment paper on a baking sheet and put them in the freezer while your
oven preheats to 175 degrees C.
14. Move the cookies straight from the freezer into the preheated oven. Bake for 10-12 minutes.
15. They'll be just barely browned on the edges when they're done. Let them sit on the hot cookie
sheet for a few minutes, then move them to a wire rack to cool completely. This takes about 30
minutes.
16. While the cookies cool, make your icing! Put the powdered sugar in a bowl and add the milk a
teaspoon at a time.
17. After adding each teaspoon of milk, stir, stir, stir. If you added too much milk and the icing is too
runny, add more powdered sugar. It's a very delicate balance, and it's very easy to add too much milk.
You want it to be a nice, thick icing.
18. Split your icing between two bowls. Add 3 drops of yellow to the first bowl. Add 2 drops of red and
2 drops of yellow to the second bowl. Now you have your yellow and orange icing.
19. Now that the cookies are cool, spread yellow icing over the top with a butter knife.
20. Before the yellow icing hardens, drip some orange icing on top.
21. Use a toothpick to mix the two colours together. Gently drag the toothpick across the top of the
cookie.
22. Try out different patterns and ways of moving the icing around.
23. Place a few chocolate chips, sprinkles, or other small chocolate pieces on top of your cookie. Look
at those sunspots!
Enjoy!

